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UNCONDITIONAL LOVE
In our Cornerstone family of friends, the underlying foundation
of all we do in this East Africa region, is simply to further the
values found in Jesus’ vision of the “Kingdom of God coming on
earth as it is in heaven.” These are values such as harmony, reconciliation, unity, order, justice, wholeness and the kind of personal transformation that leads toward social transformation.

Inside

But, this Kingdom of God, which was the main theme of Jesus’
teaching, could also be called a Kingdom of Love, because God
is love – unconditional love.
In that Love we live and move and have our being.
In that Love all things were made.
In that Love all things consist.
In the image of that Love, our souls are made.
Therefore, if we seek to put ourselves into alignment and harmony with God - we must learn to act consistently with unconditional love. In fact, spiritual growth could be defined as
the process of learning to be loving in every moment, in every
situation, regardless of what arises and regardless with whom
we are dealing.
Of course this is not easy for any us, as our human nature
tends to love in a very selective way - a very ‘conditional’ way.
We tend to love those who are like us, or who like us. And,
this is why Jesus had to teach us: “If you want to call yourself
a child of God, then you are going to have to learn to love
like God – who sends the rain for all types of people.”
(Matthew 5:43-48)
Unconditional love is the purest
form of love, it is the way that God
loves – and how we are called
to love. This is the theme we
will be exploring more in
this newsletter through
the updates from our
various areas of work.

and...

* COSA Uganda Easter
Retreat
* Centerfold Pictorial
* Thoughts from Tim

New Senior Five Girls at the Leadership Academy of South Sudan
meet with their Care Group

Cornerstone Development Africa
We are a family of friends in the spirit of Jesus
committed to:
* Equipping and advancing a movement of servant leaders
with a shared vision for the positive transformation of
their communities, nation and region.
*Compassion for the poor with a focus on young people.
*Working across the lines of culture and faith differences.
*Maintaining a long-term partnership with each other.
*Loving God and neighbor.
Cornerstone Development was established in Uganda in
1988 to help in the rebuilding and development of the nation as it was emerging from a turbulent past. In recent
years we have expanded to Rwanda, Tanzania, Burundi
and Southern Sudan. All our programs are directed towards helping under-privileged children, with a special
emphasis on youth leadership development. Since its inception the work has steadily expanded to include over
2,000 young people today- in a variety of programs including five schools, ten homes for homeless kids, 4 homes for
university youth and sports programs - all designed for
providing love, education and character formation.
Our core focus is on “Developing the Cornerstones of Africa’s Next Generation”. That is, to raise up future leaders
with a shared vision of positively transforming their communities and nations, as an outgrowth of their own personal transformation. Our approach involves creating loving,
family-like environments in our schools and other programs for under-privileged young people, while empowering them with education and character formation in order
for them to become leaders. Furthermore, the young people
coming through our programs are forming a movement
that seeks to make a contribution to the betterment of
society while promoting reconciliation across all that
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is dividing humanity. We as a community are a living model
of this kind of unity in diversity, in that we are composed of
all the different tribes, nationalities, cultures and religious
backgrounds found in this part of the world.
In our character development curriculum we teach the timeless, universal principles of forgiveness, honesty, integrity,
compassion, kindness, hard work, humility, and of service
to the less fortunate, as exemplified in the teachings of Jesus
and the perennial wisdom of all traditions, but without affiliation to any one institutional religious group.
See more online:

www.CornerstoneDevelopment.org
www.CornerstoneSchoolsAfrica.org
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Our core focus is ‘youth leadership development’ after the model of Jesus. So, in addition to our schools, all the various programs we run serve this focus by providing a practical “training ground” where graduates of our schools can learn to serve and pass on what
they have received. Each year we put out two magazine’s like this one. At the end of last
year we highlighted several PEOPLE we work with, and this one will highlight the core
of our work and PROGRAMS.

ALUMNI ASSOCIATION - COSA (P. 04)
		
This aspect of our work aims at creating long-term relationships with
the students who have graduated from our schools and have joined post
secondary institutions of higher learning. This is done through frequent
fellowships, maintaining intentional relationships, and continual mentoring. Our real impact will be measured when these graduates make a
difference in their nations.

OUTREACH PROGRAMS (P. 8-9, 15)
Through the Africa Youth Leadership Forum, High School Leadership
Development Initiative, and Muslim/Christian Relations, we empower
youth we have invested in to reach out to their peers with the goal of creating African leaders who will know how to reconcile relationships, speak
the truth without being religiously divisive, see people without labels or
stereotypes, and ultimately love each other and those whom they lead.

CORNERSTONE SCHOOLS (P. 12)
In our schools, we seek to create a life transforming learning environment
that will mold young men and women into leaders whose lives reflect the
qualities and principles embodied in the life of Jesus. We mold young
people coming from humble backgrounds, but with high potential, into
responsible leaders in all fields and disciplines who will be able to serve
society beyond their own self interest.

YOUTH MENTORING (P. 16)
In our Youth Corps Homes, we empower young people whom we have
invested in at the schools, to reach out to the next generation and pass on
what has been given to them. It is a practical training ground where they
begin exercising leadership, and cause meaningful change in communities.
These homes provide at-risk youth with a sense of family, while meeting
their basic needs of love, food, shelter, and guidance.

THOUGHTS FROM TIM ON UNCONDITIONAL LOVE
Tim Kreutter explores the practice of unconditional love in his article, Unconditional Love; Learning to Live From
Your Own Shining Soul. Tim expands on the theme of unconditional love, illustrating that during our time on
Earth, we have a call to be used as vessels for the enduring and unconditional love of Jesus.
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Alumni off to
the retreat!

Cornerstone Old Students Association

E

ach year over Easter Weekend, hundreds of Cornerstone alumni (COSA) from around East Africa gather at Cornerstone’s Ekitangaala Ranch for a weekend of connecting with old friends,
hearing from inspiring speakers, and more. The retreat is one of our largest events of the year and is
meant to draw together the larger Family of Friends. This year, the retreat drew 400 people from 5 different East African countries and its theme was “Intentional Living”. The retreat is a time for COSA
members to connect with old friends and keep the spirit of sisterhood and brotherhood in Jesus alive.

COSA Uganda

David Otim, COSA Uganda

D

uring our Annual Easter
retreat, our members seemed
to identify with the theme of:
“Intentional Living.” We talked
about the fact that you should not
just drift through life, but instead
live with a sense of purpose, a life
of significance. Additionally, the
retreat was a time to rest, have
fun, meet with members you
have not seen in a long time, and
enjoy reconnecting to the Ranch
community.
Currently, COSA Uganda has
about 960 active members. So, as
you can imagine, the retreat is an
event that draws the largest number of our members
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together in one place. Many of
them look at the retreat as one of
the only times in a year they will
be able to see certain members.
You see people coming all the
way from Northern Uganda and
the Southern tip just because they
missed each other. For many of
our members, the retreat is a time
to connect back to the community
that nurtured them throughout
their high school years and for
some, even their earlier years.
At the retreat this year, we had
about 400 people attend, including those from other countries
and our affiliated groups. One
thing that stands out to me is that
many of our members see COSA
as a place that they can connect and build very meaningful
relationships. This is what people
keep coming back for. You see
this at the retreat, at small group
meetings, and all of the other
COSA activities we hold throughout the year. For our members,
COSA peers are a source of mentorship and inspiration for one

another. You look at your peers
and see how they are living their
lives and you have the feeling
that you want to live in that spirit
too -with Jesus as our model.
This year, COSA Uganda has held
many events such as monthly
fellowships, a ladies’ retreat, this
large retreat, weekly small group
get togethers, student activities,
and more. The monthly fellowships run throughout the year,
but we also plan to have couples
retreats, professional development sessions that include resume workshops and interviewing practice, and a Sports Day.
We are thankful for the way the
retreat has drawn us closer as a
family, given us a chance to reconnect with old friends in a spirit of unconditional love - and we
hope that as the year continues,
our other more intimate gatherings will continue to strengthen
our family and our community.
By: David Otim

COSA Tanzania

W

e are very thankful to be
here for the annual COSA
Retreat in Uganda. COSA Uganda has existed for so many years
and for us in Tanzania, being one
of the younger COSA communities, we are empowered and encouraged by the strong spirit of
brotherhood and sisterhood here
in Uganda. Each time that we
come to these events, we learn
more about what we can implement in Tanzania and it gives us
hope that our long-term vision
of staying united in the spirit of
Jesus and creating positive influence in our country, is possible.

the COSA members at their
university. We were able to bring
10 of our members to the retreat
in Uganda. These members will
help us bring back the lessons we
learn here to enhance our COSA
family in Tanzania.
Among many gatherings and
fellowships this year, COSA TZ
has also engaged in community
outreach in conjunction with
an organization called Builders
of Hope - Africa. Cornerstone
has given so much to us and we
wanted an opportunity to give

In Tanzania, we have over 150
COSA members, with a new
class of 55 joining us in September. In addition to once a semester regional gatherings, members
meet on a bi-weekly basis with

COSA Rwanda
speech in particular. He
spoke about the idea that we
have merely scratched the surface of all that is possible for us
to accomplish with our lives in
building-up the Kingdom of God
in this region through our Jesuscentered approach.

Phillip Mutijima, COSA Rwanda

T

his year, we brought 15 members of COSA Rwanda to the
Uganda COSA gathering. For us,
it is always a treat to come - not
only for those students who have
never been to Uganda whom we
want to grasp the larger vision
- but even for those who have
come before. Each time you meet
new people, you hear about their
stories and the way they open
their hearts to you and you learn
something new.
At the retreat this year, I was
moved by Alfred Edakasi’s

Rwanda is a very small country, and my hope and prediction is that in twenty years from
now, everyone in Rwanda will
be somehow connected to or
influenced by the Cornerstone
Rwanda family. There are many
students who have graduated
from CLA already. We are in our
seventh generation of students,
meaning we have about 280 active members in COSA. There is
a huge difference between Cornerstone graduates and the rest of
the country. You can just tell there
is a leadership quality, a commitment to unconditional love, and a
self confidence that exists within
COSA members. Not only does

back to our communities.
As a COSA family, we seek to
create lifelong brotherhoods
and sisterhoods in the spirit of
Jesus, advancing a movement
of transformational servant
leaders. Each activity we put
on in our COSA Family seeks
to deepen relationships, uphold
covenant friendships, and build
a community that loves without
borders.
By: Samuel, Elizabeth, Daniel, &
Johnson

this allow our graduates to go far
in life, but it brings change to our
communities and inevitably, our
country.
This year we have continued to
meet in groups on a monthly
basis and small groups at home
fellowships once a week. Additionally, each week we arrange
for a small group of COSA members to visit CLA and mentor the
students at the academy. This
helps us to know the students
and begin to bring them into the
COSA family.
In COSA Rwanda, we don’t
want our people to only focus
on seeking money and prestige
but instead to invest our lives for
significance, inner transformation and committed relationships.
When we invest our time and
energies this way, we will make
a change in our lives and in the
world. That is what COSA Rwanda is all about.
By: Phillip Mutijima
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EKOSA Uganda

T

his year’s retreat was a great
time to reconnect our members
who had not seen one another in
quite a long time. It gave us time to
be together, to appreciate the larger
vision for EKOSA, and to connect
to the school. It was a time in which
our members were reminded of
the essential values, principles, and
precepts of Jesus that form the core
Cornerstone vision.
We now have 450 active members
in EKOSA and we have been able
to host a Ladies’ retreat, home visits, and a fellowship in Kakooge.
EKOSA members also link up with
members of COSA for the monthly

fellowship at Cornerstone’s Head Office.
Additionally, we have
been hosting a mentoring program where EKOSA
members spend their Saturdays at
the school mentoring the current
Senior 5’s and 6’s.
These events have continued to
strengthen our community by
reminding our members that the
family connection is what matters.
We can talk a lot about our character development principles but
it is through these social activities
that our members are challenged
to live out these principles practically. This happens as people have
a chance to hear what is happening in each other’s lives, share in

moments of sorrow and joy, experience unconditional love - and
get inspired to move forward.
As the year moves on, we hope
to hold a Men’s Gathering in
April, an Entrepreneurship Expo,
a Passion Night with teachers
from Ekitangaala, and an EKOSA
large gathering. We would like to
remember our dear members that
we have lost this year including
Loyan Michael, Hope Nakabule,
and Mutenga. We are thankful to
have a family of EKOSA members
who are willing to mourn the loss
of these members alongside us but
also to remind us that life is short
and we need to live it well.
By: Javis Lubwama
& Emmanuel Bwanga

LAOSA South Sudan
hood that COSA Uganda has been
able to sustain over the years. We
brought five members of LAOSA
with us to the retreat and we are
sure that they will bring these lessons of togetherness back to South
Sudan with us.

A

t the newest academy, the
Leadership Academy of
South Sudan, our alumni family
- LAOSA (Leadership Academy
Old Students Association) - is just
forming. Coming to Uganda for
the annual retreat has been a huge
encouragement for us. We have
learned a lot from watching
the brotherhood and sister-
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Currently, there are 32 LAOSA
members and we will be adding
48 more from the graduating class
this December. I personally feel
that even with this small number, we are beginning to make a
difference in the country. We are
already in the “take-off” mode
and nothing is going to stop us.
We have Jesus in our hearts and
we know that by forming deep
relationships amongst our students, we will be able to influence
the country with our leadership,
honesty, integrity and unconditional love. We have everything

we need in South Sudan to build
a robust group of former students
that want to pray together, share
in life’s challenges, and gather
on a regular basis. My dream for
LAOSA is that we would continue to grow in relationship with
one another and allow the spirit
of togetherness to come up.
As we are still passing through a
time of turbulence in our country,
I truly believe the members of
LAOSA will be able to hold each
other accountable to our values,
to become leaders of integrity, and
to bring peace to our nation. If we
continue to meet in small groups,
to mentor one another in the spirit
of Jesus, and to share our joys and
struggles, we will surely make a
difference in South Sudan.
By: Charles Labalpiny

Tim and Mashe
at the Nile River
construction site.

New Developments
ach new development that we have established is
implemented in order to serve our vision. Ultimately, our goal is to create long lasting relationships
amongst CLA graduates that will act as family, a support system, spiritual havens, and simply a source of
joy and fun in their lives. This year we are focusing
on two major new developments: the Nile Retreat
Property in Jinja, Uganda, and additional hostels for
CLA graduates to stay in during university.

Another major development this year is the
additional hostels we will be building for our
COSA members to live in during their years
in university. Currently, we operate Jabulani in
Kampala, Uganda near Makerere University.
Through Jabulani we have seen what an immense
impact shared living has had on our COSA members. Not only has it deepened the relationships
among the students during university time, but it
has created relationships that will last a lifetime,
even after leaving the hostel.

Recently, Cornerstone has acquired acces to land in
Jinja, Uganda. This land will be used mainly to host
small groups of COSA members. Each year, we host
large retreats for our COSA members at the Ranch;
but, we all recognize that small groups are where
real relationships thrive. Small groups are all about
supporting one another, providing accountability,
and being together. With the Jinja Retreat Property,
we are able to enhance this and continue building
toward our bigger vision.

We’ve noticed that life at Jabulani is much different
from life at other hostels. The students re-embrace
the values they learned at CLA, they stay focused
on academic matters, and they are welcomed into
a community focused on deepening their relationships with Jesus and one another. Jabulani provides
a sort of counter-culture, a place to understand and
connect with Jesus while living out the values that
we teach. Other hostels do not provide a culture that
allows you to deepen your spiritual life.

The land is right on the water, providing a fun space
in nature. This is really rare. In order to be in a
beautiful, nature filled place in Uganda, you’ve got
to spend a lot of money to stay at a special resort or
hotel. This land provides a place where COSA members can meditate, look at the trees, hear the birds
singing and just appreciate the nature around us.

This year we will be opening hostels in Kigali,
Rwanda and Kyambogo in Kampala, Uganda. In
Uganda, we saw the numbers at Jabulani going so
high and COSA members wanting the chance to live
in a Cornerstone hostel. In order to accommodate
for this need, we decided to open another hostel in
Kampala that is closer to Kyambogo University and
Makerere University Business School. In Kigali, this
will be our first hostel. We hope to replicate the culture of the Jabulani, providing a safe and nurturing
place for COSA members.

E

Cornerstone is partnering with the owners of the
property to invest in building dorm style buildings
in exchange for use of the property for group retreats. We look forward to this land being used for
many purposes by our family of friends!

By: Mary Nabuma and Michael Eluku
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Africa Youth Leadership Forum

W

e are on a mission and a journey of developing a new breed of African leaders. We want
to create leaders who can put into practice the values of Jesus of Nazareth. Nine years ago we began
forming this vision for the Democratic Republic of
Congo and with the help of some friends have been
able to see this dream become a reality. The seeds
we have been planting are paying off now and we
are seeing young men and women support one another with integrity through the relationships they
have formed in AYLF.
Small Groups
In March 2015, we officially started operating in different Universities around the country, especially in
the cities of Eastern DRC including Beni, Butembo,
Goma, Bukavu and Uvira. We are working with 14
small groups in 12 Universities. Each group has at
least 15 members that meet twice per month to pray
together, interact, and share together.
National Prayer Breakfast – DR Congo
In November 2015, with the help of H.E Azarias
Ruberwa, Former Vice President of DR Congo, over
15 members of AYLF from Eastern DR Congo (most
of whom had never been to the capital of their own
country) were invited to attend the National Prayer
Breakfast in Kinshasa. For us at AYLF, developing
AYLF small group join hands in prayer
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strong connections with those in senior leadership
of the country is very important. Being invited to
the National Prayer Breakfast was a sign that the senior leaders of the country believe in our work and
want to begin to close the leadership gaps that often
exist between senior and young leaders.
The Impact
In Eastern Congo, where most of our operations
are, there are over 100 tribes and more than 20 rebel
groups. AYLF is a unique group of students because
of their ability to bring together people from different backgrounds. In Butembo, a place riddled
with tribalism and insecurity, AYLF has been able to
gather four tribes in a single small group that meets
regularly in the spirit of unconditional love. Now,
they consider themselves to be brothers and sisters
and are making a difference in their community.
Regional Prayer Breakfasts and the U.S.A.
Despite the challenges of traveling to Uganda and
Kenya - including visas, long bus rides, language
barriers, and social stereotypes that our members
from DRC face - we have managed to bring a significant number of participants to the National Prayer
Breakfasts in Uganda, Kenya and most recently the
National Prayer Breakfast in the USA.
For nine years now, we have shared the vision with
people who have really run with it. What we are
seeing is a continued hunger for more of what AYLF
stands for and teaches. People hunger for a new
breed of African Leaders that would know how to
speak the truth without being sectarian or religiously divisive, see people without labels or stereotypes,
love each other and those they lead, and serve with
integrity. We are glad to say that our continued
partnership with the AYLF DRC coordination team
has brought the message of love and the principles
of Jesus to many youth across East Africa.
By: Allan Shepherd

Across the Dividing Lines
Christian / Muslim Relationship
Building in the Spirit of Jesus

T

oday, the world is hurting because we have
placed conditions on who we choose to
love or not to love. We pit one person against
another on the basis of religion, ethnicity, race,
and more. We have been taught that in-order
for us to accept another person, they should
share all the exact same views and opinions
as us. We care for those who are part of “us”
and do not care for those who are part of the
“other”. We have been hindered from realizing that
we are one big family, regardless of our differences.

This sort of thinking always pulls us apart from others, it never reconciles. It causes us to divide ourselves along the lines of ethnicity and religion. This
sort of thinking is borne out of ignorance, perversion of religion, and hatred. It has created violence
and conflicts worldwide.

With this inspiration in mind, a few friends
and I have committed to work toward bridging
the gap that exists between Muslims and Christians. We provide space for University students
around East Africa to respectfully reflect on
religious differences, particularly amongst Muslims and Christians. We aim to help our Muslim
friends learn about the person and principles of
Jesus. And, to help our Christian friends learn
how to relate better with Muslims.

When I joined the Cornerstone “family of friends”,
where I was accepted as a Muslim, I learned more
about this man called Jesus. His message transcended
what I had learned growing up. I discovered his message was a call to a lifestyle that inspired me to take up
the work of bridging a generation across all divides.

This past year, we initiated small groups of university students who have a passion for Muslim/
Christian relations in the spirit of Jesus. These
groups have been initiated in Uganda, Tanzania,
Rwanda, and will soon become active in Kenya
and high schools in the region.

As I studied more deeply about Jesus in the Holy
Qur’an, I discovered the following:
1. He is the word of God (Al Imran 45)
2. Jesus is the good news (Al Imran 39)
3. Jesus is the spirit of God (Al Anbiya 91).
4. He performed miracles (Al Imran 49)
5. It is a direct order from God for me to follow Jesus
(Al imran 45) and therefore I can’t be Muslim if don’t
believe and follow him (Zukhruf 61).

In the world we inhabit, there is a need to constantly
examine our interior lives; to determine whether
or not the way we treat others, who hold different
beliefs than we do, is infused with a sense of love
inspired by the teachings of Jesus. This reflection
will help us to recognize the beauty of life in every
moment and every circumstance, including those
we do not understand.

Jesus taught that the Greatest Commandment was to
“Love God with all your heart, mind, and soul and
love your neighbor as yourself. This is the sum of the
law and the prophets.” This is a powerful teaching
that can be used universally and across religions. It
prompts the act of unconditional love that is sure to
transform every person, regardless of their religious
affiliation. It is by this command that we will begin
to rebuild the reality of unconditional love and break
down the narrative of hatred and mistrust of the other.

We need to define and live our lives according to
the values of compassion and unconditional love
taught by Jesus. When we understand, realize, and
experience the depths and meaning of the message of Jesus, we will be transformed and be able to
transform those around us.
It is up to us to create a world of happiness, love,
and goodwill. A world that looks like “the Kingdom
of God coming on Earth” that Jesus talked about.
By: Kateyenge Faisal

Muslim/Christian
gathering in Tanzania
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Newsletter Pictorial

Stephen & Dennis reflect on their long-term friendship as part of Gulu Boys’ Youth Corps Home

COSA members from 5 East African countries gather for an Easter Retreat

COSA Rwanda members
gather for a picnic
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COSA Alumni in Tanzania

CLA Girls participating in
Global Grassroots Training

Interns from National Student Leadership Forum
USA visit The Recreation Project in Gulu, Uganda
Students enjoying the
grounds at CLA Rwanda
while they study

LASS Graduates
visit the caves at
Sipi Falls, Uganda

COSA Stage II Retreat
at Nile Retreat Center

AYLF Workshop in Tanzania

LASS Student studying
hard for exams

A Family of Friends!

Cornerstone Schools

T

here is a Bantu phrase that says, “I am because we are, since we are, therefore, I am”. To actualize this saying, the headmasters of all Cornerstone Schools have been meeting for periodic
retreats to find ways of sharing knowledge and sharpening each other. This past year, the headmasters gathered in Nimule, South Sudan for a retreat organized by David Ojok. As headmasters,
we believe that we have been given a huge responsibility and if we are to reach our full potential
and enable our staff and students to reach their full potential, we need to create a common vision,
in the spirit of Jesus of Nazareth in our schools, share our problems and experiences with one another, and strengthen one another in all that we are doing. Every time we meet, I am challenged to
direct my energy to our higher calling, knowing that I am serving Jesus in my small capacity. The
headmasters’ summit fulfilled these needs and I feel a new sense of motivation and momentum
to realize the vision we set together for our schools. By: Kenneth Tumwine

Leadership Academy of South Sudan

L

ASS started the year off with a Staff Orientation
in order to begin the school year with inspiration
and energy. We discussed topics such as a teacher’s
professional code of conduct, communication skills,
team building, report and accountability writing. We
also focused on strengthening the Cornerstone/East
African Ministries partnership, and more.
Term One for the Senior 6 class was officially opened
on February 1, 2016. All students reported back to
school within the week. Currently, our Senior 6 class
totals fifty-five students (19 females, 26 males). We
are scheduled to close for term 1 break during May.
Results released in February 2016 gave LASS our first
results as a school. Thirty-two students sat UACE last
year and had all their results returned successfully.
Our general performance was quite encouraging
as 22 students had two principal passes, and the
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others had one principal pass with subsidiaries.
Recruitment has been a challenge for the school
due to various reasons involving the current situation in the country. However, we were able to bring
on board a total of forty-four students. Our Senior 5
class for 2016 totals 44 students (11 girls, 33 boys). We
welcome them into our unique Family of Friends in
the spirit of Jesus.
Teaching and learning is going well! Our teachers are
working hard to cover anything they missed during term three. Registration for our Senior 6 class is
underway and should be completed before students
break for the holidays in April.
Finally, LASS has been participating in the interschools football tournament, which began just this
month and will continue throughout the week.

CLA Uganda
GIRLS SCHOOL
he term opened after a prolonged holiday due
to the national elections, this gave us ample time
for interviews, where we interviewed a total of 1000
students in a nationwide exercise for 60 places, at
both the Boys and the Girls Campuses. It was a great
success! This time around, we were able to admit 10
extra international students (5 boys / 5 girls) from
Ethiopia, Eritrea, DR Congo, and Kenya. Their presence has created a unique atmosphere in the community and we have learned to love unconditionally,
listen, and adjust to varying cultures. For example,
we have had to adjust some of the school rules such
as not requiring that all our girls shave their hair, as
is typically done in Ugandan culture.

T

2015 National examinations results were released in
February and our school was ranked 21st out of a
total of 1831 schools nationwide! This means we are
around the top 1% of all schools in the country. Additionally, 100% of our girls passed the difficult exams.
We are thankful for all the minds, hearts and hands
that played a role in making this possible.
Women’s Day celebrations were held in style at the
school with a team of old students coming back to
campus. We had activities such as speakers, sports,
and more. It was a great opportunity for the current
girls and old girls to form relationships and be mentored by one another.

BOYS SCHOOL
LA Boys started off the year well with our
recruitment process for the Senior 5 class. This
was very successful. We now have 29 new young
men who have joined our wider Family of Friends.
We are looking forward to their participation in the
family and at the academy and the leadership they
will bring to our country in the future.

C

The national UNEB results were released and
we are proud to say that we performed very
well. This was our first year to have all the boys
choose to study science combinations and they
did well on the exams. Thank you to everyone
who played a role in the success of our boys.
This year, we are also continuing with repairs
that were started last year. We have finished putting ceilings in the dormitories and classrooms.
It has created a much more conducive learning
environment for our boys.
We are keeping our spirits and energy high as we
continue the rest of the year striving toward excellence, learning to love unconditionally and undergoing personal transformation as we are molded
by following Jesus.
Playing football at
the CLA Tanzania
campus

CLA Tanzania

T

he year 2016 started off well with the school
reopening for a new term on March 9, 2016. We
began the term with “beginning of term exams”
and we are glad to report success in this area. The
candidate class was also able to do NECTA format
exams in preparation for final national exams. We
also did our mid term and Pre-NECTA exams as we
closed for Easter break. We have had a few people
from the community through various connections
come to facilitate discipleship. The school has been
privileged to have a few visitors from the region
- some from Rwanda (Philip and Peter), a COSA
family visit in February, and Abubakar Matanda
and Faisal Katenge who came to promote positive
Muslim-Christian relations finding common ground
around Jesus of Nazareth. We were also blessed to
have Denis and Joshua to come over and teach public speaking to the students during the final days of
February. Finally, Fred Kabugo from the head office
was also able to pay us a visit.
Our Builders of Hope for Africa (BHA) students
continue to reach out to the community kids

through illiteracy lessons and skills and paying
school fees. In a way this club is giving our students
a unique opportunity to give back to community
and be empowered in their own sense of purpose.
Another initiative that we are involved with, called
KISA, is an organization that reaches out to young
girls in the community through schools. Our female
students are currently doing projects like painting
black boards and digging dust bins in local schools
around the community with KISA. This is another
great outreach opportunity for our students in
which they can give back to the community and live
out the values they learn at CLA.
Interviews are going on as we continue to look
for students to join the new class. So far, we have
interviewed in three locations and each location had
a very good turn up. We have four more locations to
go and expect an equally positive turn out at those
locations.
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Ekitangaala Transformation High School - Uganda

O

ur focus has been and continues to be holistic
transformation of young people, with character
development in the way of Jesus, who will become
influential wherever they go as they serve and love
others unconditionally. The year began with our
team involved in goal setting, one of the biggest
goals that was set was to consistently draw 400 students to the school. In order to achieve this goal, we
have hired more than nine new teachers and shifted
many roles such as the Head Teacher, Deputy, and
Director of Studies.

able to drill in May. This will greatly reduce on the
water needs at the school.
We are thankful to Wayne Daniel from African Children’s Mission for the generous donation of land to
expand the current Boy’s Dormitory. In future, we
hope to swap the dormitories and when the funds
are available we will construct a reading room and
more space for the girls to read at any time. We
hope this will further the spirit of hard work and
academic excellence.

There is a spirit of optimism at the school and we
are looking forward to putting in 100% in order
to allow the school to move to another level and
reach its full potential. We are currently around
300 students and we expect more to join second
term. Our current focus, before we reach our goal
of 400 students, is to ensure quality in everything
we are doing. Recently, we have started working
on a water project in conjunction with Maggie from
African Hospitality Institute. The possibility to drill
a borehole was discovered by engineers near the
school canteen and we are hopeful that we will be

CLA Rwanda

O

ur academic year started on February 2, 2016.
During the last two weeks of January, we were
doing the recruitment process that ushered in another generation, the Senior Four class. The recruitment was a successful process that saw 44 young
men and women, including four Burundians, enter
the gates of the Leadership Academy for mentoring,
leadership development and an opportunity to be a
part of a life long brotherhood and sisterhood in the
spirit of Jesus.
Sunday, March 13, 2016 was a big day at the Academy, Thanksgiving Day. Parents of our students, Uncle Tim, Mzee Paul Lukwiya and other friends from
Uganda and CLA Tanzania blessed us with their
presence and celebrated with us. It is a day that we
welcome the new class and at the same time celebrate and give thanks to God for the good academic
An outdoor class at
CLA Rwanda
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performance of the previous Senior Six class.
Nine of our girls from the 2015 class were trained
by Global Grassroots. They were equipped with
the skills to be agents of social change and do
programs that impact their communities. They have
already started implementing their projects in their
home communities.
From April 3-6, 2016 CLA will host a “Vision Conference” for about 70 student leaders from across
the nation in different High Schools that have the
Vision Conference chapters/clubs. The training will
center on mentoring and how to strengthen small
groups. It will also be a time to celebrate and appreciate their efforts for the great movement they have
become that is influencing their schools and communities as ambassadors for unity and reconciliation with the kind of unconditional love that Jesus
taught.

High-School Leadership Development

T

he beginning of the new year is always an exciting time for our High School Leadership Development Program because many of our student
leaders have recently been energized just by our December “Vision Conference” - which is now one of
the biggest student leadership events in the country.
Last year’s conference took place in early December
and brought together more than 300 student leaders
from over 40 schools in Uganda to be taught leadership principles based on the leadership qualities
of Jesus. At the conference, there were participants
from the Cornerstone Leadership Academies of
Rwanda, Uganda, and South Sudan.
The week-long conference focused on teaching the
student leaders aspects of authentic leadership such
as personal integrity, self-awareness, good communication, reconciliation and the unconditional kind
of love that transcends religious and ethnic differences. The reports we have been getting showed
that after attending the conference, the students felt
inspired to continue to learn and implement “values-based leadership” at their schools.
We have used the beginning of the year as an opportunity to clarify our vision, fine tune our programming, better understand the needs of the
participants, and renew our excitement and commitment to youth leadership development in Uganda.
This year is an exciting year of growth. We intend
to engage eight new schools as partner schools in
addition to the 20 we are currently engaging. At the
schools, our aim is to promote “value based leadership” among high school student leaders who will
in turn positively impact their communities.
Our long term goal of positively transforming the
leadership culture at the High School level in Uganda will be achieved through the following:

1) Nurturing consistent involvement in small accountability groups for peer mentorship. Student
leaders who have been part of the program have
shown tremendous growth in leadership ability
and transformation. These students will help to
lead small group accountability group discussions,
providing them an opportunity to mentor their colleagues.
2) Values-based leadership skills training. The need
to instill a view of leadership, based on the kind of
values that Jesus championed, in the lives of our
young leaders, continues to be a key objective for
the program. Leaders who have a sense of morality
to guide their conduct and decision making are the
leaders this country needs.
3) Develop capacity of student leaders to work
across cultural, religious and political divides. The
diversity of the student leaders we work with provides an opportunity for us to develop their capacity to work with people who share different views,
cultures, religions etc. We provide an opportunity
for student leaders to work and tolerate one another’s differences, and continue to teach all leaders to
unite around the principles and person of Jesus.
4) Create awareness of “values-based leadership”
among other stakeholders. We also hope to involve
school administrators, community leaders and parents in the process of building values-based leadership and assessing the impact the program has on
the beneficiaries.
All these provide the excitement and the energy
with which we will operate this year. We are looking forward to engaging the entire family of friends
community in executing this noble task.
By: Nathan Onyango
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Youth Corps Mentoring Homes
A

s a Youth Corps Family, we focus on mobilizing a family of young people committed to the
principles, precepts, and person of Jesus. We aim to
transform the lives of youth who have experienced
extreme hardship by equipping them with the tools
they need to transform their own lives, their communities and the nations with the love of God.
In the past year, the Youth Corps program has seen
immense growth. Currently, we have ten Youth
homes. At the end of last year we were able to open
the Youth Corps Learning Center located near many
of our homes in Kampala. This center is aimed at
enhancing life skills, feeling of community, and
vocational skills for our youth. The beginning of
the year has been full of getting the center up and
running in order to provide our youth with access
to computer training, dance training, cosmetology
training, and more. The center is a great place for

Members from Makerere Boys Home with new textbooks
Gulu Girls playing in the garden

our mentors and community to be able to share
their talents and skills with the youth, further providing them an opportunity to give back.
All of our work revolves around giving graduates
from the Academies a chance to give back. Each
home accommodates 3-4 graduates who spend their
years in University as mentors in the homes. The
CLA graduates act as mentors to the youth in the
homes. They become their parents, friends, mentors, and closest confidants. The mentors have the
task of complete transformation, offering youth in
the homes a perspective on a better way to live and
learning to love unconditionally. We currently work
with 40 mentors and 200 youth.
Between 2015 and 2016 we were able to graduate a
number of mentors from the homes. This is an exciting time for the mentors as it indicates they have
successfully completed university and are leaving
the home with a renewed sense of what it means
to live a life of transformational servant leadership.
Each of the graduated mentors are now contributing
in the world in difference capacities, using the experience they gained from the Youth Corps Homes.
Reconciliation and resettlement is another major aspect of our work. This involves reconnecting youth
to their original communities and is essential to
ensuring their future well-being. We have been able
to reconcile a total of ten youth with their families.
After undergoing a life transforming stay at the
Youth Corps homes, we were able to resettle them
to their families. Some of these youth are now completing vocational training while others are being
completely supported by their families at home.
Finally, we are putting together trainings to help the
mentors to be in a better position to support youth
in the areas of caring parenting, counseling, health,
sanitation, and first aid. May Jesus bless each one of
you who have supported us in this cause!
By: Simon Edube

Keeping Hope Alive
Enduring Love
in the Midst of Hardship

T

here is special power in unconditional love.
Because, this is the kind of love that overlooks
every situation, every weakness, and allows you
to focus on the good side of a person. It allows you
to believe, with strong faith, that at one point in
life they will change and be the kind of person they
were placed on this earth to be.
“Love bears all things, believes all things, hopes all
things, endures all things” (Corinthians 13:7). This
kind of love is always hopeful, patient, and endures
all sides of a person. When trying to love someone
through their hardships and weaknesses, you may
ask yourself: “How long can I endure this?” While
loving someone unconditionally is one of the great
challenges of life, I can say from my own personal
experience, from what I have been through: “love
covers a multitude of sins” and in the end it can
heal and redeem the worst of situations.
If you wish for someone to experience the best in life,
you must try your best to stand by them through the
ups and downs. But, unconditional love doesn’t mean
that you should not correct the person when they are
in the wrong, nor does it mean that you overlook their
weaknesses. But rather, that you love them enough to
stay with them and help them through those weaknesses. Unconditional love calls us to guide them,
without judgement or blame. You can rebuke the
person in love and guide them to a better path.
One of the boys in our Youth Corps Homes came
from a very difficult background. When he came to
the home, he was a thief and had been on the streets
for years. He was the type of boy that others were
scared to be around. When he came into the home,
he began stealing from his friends and mentors.
When the mentors discovered this they became very
frustrated and many people were ready to give up

on him. Friends and mentors tried to speak into
his life, but he did not change. Knowing that
at his core he was a good boy who had been
wounded by life, I decided to show him the Jesus kind of love I had for him. I showed and told
him, “you are a good person, I believe in you”. I
spent time with him and gave him hope for the
future by letting him know that he could change
his ways. I gave him time, attention, love.
The time we spent together changed his life. The
patience I exercised and the desire to see him
become a good person allowed me to endure
through the hardships. Because I cared about him,
he started to care about himself. He began talking
about his dreams for the future. He began telling
me that he wanted to go home and try to form a relationship with the family that had abandoned him.
Last month, we were able to see him reconciled
with his family. Now, he is living at home studying
to become a car mechanic. His future is bright!
From my relationship with this boy, I learned that
if you just offer your time, your patience, your
love and believe that there is something good in
everyone, despite their weaknesses, you can change
someone’s life.
By: Molly Nalunga
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Unconditional Love
It’s surrendering to the
Love that is always ready and willing to come
through you, letting it be expressed through our
eyes, our speech, our touch and our actions. I had
an experience of this, a few weeks back, with someone who came to me on the verge of suicide. They
were already getting some medical and psychiatric
help. I felt I had no answers to their situation and
I didn’t even feel like I had to be the solution. I just
decided to be with them, to listen to them,
to speak a few words of hope but
mostly to open my heart and let
whatever Love was in there to
envelop and comfort them.
And, leave it at that.
(They are still with us.)

The Two
You’s

evant in the instant of our death. Yet, in our human
state, we all live almost entirely out of that personality/ego self. And in doing so, we are often out of
touch with our soul, our true essential Self.

Separation v. Love
The Genesis account of the “fall of mankind” describes a four-level separation that is now part and
parcel of the human condition: Separation from
God, separation from others, separation from all
of life, and separation from our very own soul.
So, one of the major lessons this human life forces us
to work through is this experience of separation that we all encounter. And, really
this is the study of love. Because
love is the counter force to separation – it always seeks reconnection, reconciliation,
reunion, and relationship
with the beloved. (It’s
always “re” – meaning
it was there before.)

“Place yourself in the
middle of the stream of
power and wisdom which
flows into you as ‘life’,
place yourself in the full
center of that flood.”

All this is perfectly
addressed in what Jesus called the Greatest
Commandment,
and
what one of my mentor’s
taught was the purpose
of life: We are here to learn
to “Love God with all our
heart, mind and strength and
to love our neighbor as our self.”

1 Soul: There is
an authentic, eternal
“self” within each one
of us, created in the
image of God, chosen
Ralph Waldo Emerson
before the foundation of
the world. This soul has
been sent at this particular
time to the beautiful, but difficult school of planet earth – to learn
Earth then, can also be understood as
a few lessons and to carry out a mission
a school of relationships: First, with the One
or two. Some call this: our Truest Self, the Higher in whom we live and move and have our being;
Self, our inner-man/woman, our ‘heart’ or our spirit. then with that eternal aspect of our own make-up,
the soul; and finally flowing outward toward others
2 Personality: Then there is this temporary “ego and with all of creation.
self” this name we call ourselves, “Tim”, that we
And, we are all on a journey to discover, in reality,
have become totally identified with - such that, any
that this world of separation is more of a false sense
time it is praised we feel good and become proud,
of separation...because in truth, never have we been
and any time it is criticized, we feel bad and bealone, and never have we been unloved. As Jesus
come defensive. It is the combination of our social
put it: “And surely I am with you always, to the
upbringing, the traumas we have experienced,
very end of the age.” Matthew 28:20
our gender, our physical appearance, our race, our
nationality, the messages others have projected on
us and the way we judge our selves - and also, the
The Inner Shift
degree of financial success/education/status/fame
that we have acquired.
As we walk this journey of life, there is one big
choice that we face constantly: Either we believe
All of these elements have combined to create our
that ‘all things work together for good’ or we don’t.
‘Me’, our “self-image,” a temporary construct,
It’s one or the other. Either you trust that all situaan artificial self - that will become largely irreltions occur for your soul’s growth and benefit, for
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your highest good, and the highest good of all – or
life is just all chaotic and random.
Each day provides multiple circumstances for our
hearts and minds to shift back and forth between
those two views. These circumstances force us to
make a choice between the two alternatives:

•The choice to believe
- generates love, courage, and faith.
•The choice to disbelieve
- generates fear, despair and anger.
As we shift back and forth between these two choices we are also shifting from living out of our soul’s
perspective or out of our ego self. This choice and
this shift offers us the possibility to awaken more
to our soul, to connect more with our soul, and live
more from our soul.

Practical Application
Some days, I have been experimenting with a
simple, but powerful kind of meditation that simply involves holding in my mind and repeating the
phrase: “unconditional love” throughout the entire
day…especially in situations where I feel a contrary
spirit rising within me.
It’s about setting the intention and tuning into ‘the
frequency’ of unconditional love continuously - so
that it’s presence is with me in each moment as the
day unfolds.
In doing this I am not trying to ‘think about’ love or
how it relates to my actions. I simply am seeking to
tune into and activate its ‘tone,’ it’s presence in my
daily experience, so that it can unfold and radiate as
it wills.
I experience this ‘field’ of unconditional love as
coming from beyond my normal personality, coming from my soul, beyond my ‘thinking mind’ –
coming from that part of me that is connected to or
is an extension of God. From that place, there is no
ego, no sense of personality self. I yield to it, I ask to
become its instrument.
As that unconditional love stabilizes, it brings with
it a joy that deepens and strengthens its expression.
As I stay in that space I find various subtle shifts
take place within me: I become more present to each
person I meet, I look into their eyes a bit longer, long
enough to sense their uniqueness as a child of God.

I also notice that the never-ending, jumpy
stream of thoughts in my mind quiets down,
there is more stillness and peace. Because, the
mind can only hold one dominant thought at a
time and we can learn to determine what that is.
When I am in this place, the world looks better
and it’s people appear more benign and similar
to me. There is an increased feeling of connectedness with all of humankind in general and
more of a sense of concern for the wellbeing of
everyone.
While holding the ‘tone’ of unconditional love in
your heart an invisible ‘something’ radiates outward that is contagious – people are more likely
to smile back, people make little comments that
show me something subtle is happening above
and beyond my efforts. I would like to think it
helps them be more peaceful and kind in their
outlook toward life and toward others.
The characteristics of someone who is attuned to
unconditional love are unmistakable: a ‘sweetness’ of speech, a peacefulness, a kindness and
a way of interacting with everyone who crosses
their path that is more caring and nurturing.

The Conclusion
Just as Jesus came to make manifest ‘the glory of
the Father’, the highest function of any soul is to
be a gateway, a portal, for Love to flow into our
world. Our role is simply to learn to become a
vessel, to learn to open the heart so that the unconditional love of God increasingly shines forth from
one’s own radiant soul.
It’s all about learning to enter and abide in that
‘river of grace’ that guides you into all truth; that
brings the right words to mind when you need to
speak them; that spontaneously prompts you to act
in the right way at the right time. There is no need
to figure everything out in your mind, you stay
neutral and simply make yourself available as an
instrument.
Unconditional love, builds up the manifest presence of God in our world: the kingdom of God
– which is really a kingdom of Love. With it, your
life, your work, your very being become of the
utmost importance to the whole of Life. The true
value and mission of your soul for this lifetime gets
activated and every act becomes significant, every
thought supports and influences the wellbeing, the
future of our world.
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Thoughts from Tim

UNCONDITIONAL LOVE
Learning to Live From Your Own Shining Soul

I

n my life I have experienced love as a feeling
ignited by affection. And, in my life I have learned
to love purely as an act of the will, a choice, regardless of how I feel. Both of these manifestations of
love have their time and place.
But, above and beyond these, I have at
times experienced a higher, unconditional
kind of love: a love that radiates outwardly
and spontaneously from one’s soul - when
we are in tune with…that ‘One Great Love’
in whom, we live and move and have our
being.
This kind of love does not require a
dear, ‘special someone’ to be it’s object
of attention. It sees everyone as special and dear.
This kind of love is not subject to
ever changing emotions.
This kind of love is not colored
with a sense of duty…but simply
wells up and out from the soul
effortlessly, because that is its
essential nature. It can’t do
otherwise.
This kind of love, I believe is
what the Master Jesus meant
when he said, “Out of your innermost being will flow streams of living
water.” John 7:38
This kind of love is unconditional, it’s as a ‘way of being in
the world,’ a way of living life, a
way of moving through my day.
This kind of love does not require me to attain
anything. It’s already in there and available 24/7.
It requires more ‘un-doing’ rather than doing. It’s
more about learning to get my ego out of the way
and to stop generating the self-polluting clouds like
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anger, fear and a negative judgmental attitudes that obscure the soul from shining forth.
For the soul, like the sun is always shining beyond
the clouds.
This kind of love, I want to make my ‘default
mode’, my normal operating mode.
From the level of my soul I am capable of
this kind of love simply because, “He” that
is in me, is Love. Divinity lies within, already whole, complete and loving - always
wanting to manifest itself through us. The
body is simply its temple, a temple of the
Holy Spirit.
Just as Jesus came to make manifest ‘the
glory of the Father’, the highest function of any soul is to be a gateway, a
portal, for this kind of Love to flow
into our world.
Our challenge is mainly to learn to
be a vessel, a channel; to learn to
open the heart so that the unconditional love of God increasingly shines forth from one’s
own radiant soul; to learn to
enter and abide in that ‘river
of grace’ that ‘guides us into all
truth’; that brings the right words
to mind when we need to speak them;
that spontaneously prompts us to act
in the right way at the right time.
There is no need to figure everything out in your mind, you stay
neutral and simply avail yourself as an instrument: It’s about
trusting and yielding to the intelligence, loving
intention and omnipotence of Divine Life itself.
It’s realizing that something bigger than my own
understanding and cleverness is managing this
situation.

(CONTINUED on page 18)

